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Abstract 
The Internet is fundamentally an insecure platform. Personal and sensitive data 

transferred over the Internet carry the risk of exposure to unwanted parties. Today’s IT 
security solutions provide many techniques for data encryption (e.g., SSL/TLS) to deem 
it unreadable by third parties. However, a user’s non-recommended habits may still lead 
to insecure data handling in the Internet. The main objective of this work is to create 
awareness among Internet users of such scenarios and their risks. In this work, we 
present a man-in-the-middle attack scenario for a secure HTTPS connection and show 
how sensitive data can be stolen when users incautiously accept an untrusted certificate 
in the browser. 

1 Introduction 
Several web services work on personal and sensitive data of users. Data packets pass through 

several third party routers between a client machine and a web server in the Internet. Therefore, it is 
essential for such organizations to provide a secure website which uses data encryption so as to avoid 
exposing user’s personal data to such third party routers. The well-known HTTP protocol is insecure 
as data is transmitted in the plain text format enabling any router to easily read the information 
exchanged between a client and a server. For example, if web services such as Google and Facebook 
were to be used over HTTP, the user id and passwords could be completely exposed to unwanted 
parties.  

The HTTPS communication protocol [5] is commonly used to circumvent the security issue posed 
by the HTTP protocol by layering it over the SSL/TLS protocol [6]. The SSL/TLS protocol provides 
communication security over the Internet and allows client/server applications to communicate in a 
way that is confidential and authenticated. Under this protocol, a client and a server first establish a 
secure connection through a special handshake protocol, which includes a mechanism to authenticate 
a server to a client. At the end of the handshake phase, a client and a server create a shared symmetric 
key (based on symmetric and asymmetric cryptography). This establishes a session between the client 
and the server. Thereafter, all the messages exchanged between a client and a server are encrypted by 
the shared symmetric key until the session is closed or expires.  

The SSL/TLS handshake protocol uses X.509 certificates with a public key cryptography 
mechanism to identify a server. During the handshake, a server presents an X.509 certificate to a 
client, which is validated by the browser. An X.509 certificate broadly consists of three fields: (i) 
organization information, (ii) public key, and (iii) Certificate Authority (CA) signature. An 



organization intending to provide a secure HTTPS web server creates a certificate with the 
organization information and their public key and requests a well-trusted CA to sign it. 

The CA signature is typically an encryption of the first two fields with the CA’s private key. 
Browsers maintain a trusted certificate store, which consists of all the trusted CAs and their public 
key. A browser verifies the signature using the CA’s public key and the result is compared with the 
contents of the first two fields. Only if they are similar, the certificate is deemed valid. In this way, the 
authenticity of websites is established and ensures that no attacker can modify the public key of a 
certificate without getting it unnoticed at the client. Also, fake websites cannot obtain certificates with 
an already registered domain name.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In general, a certificate can be deemed invalid when at least one of the following scenarios occurs: 

1. The website address does not match the address on the certificate. 

2. A Certificate Authority (CA) that is not trusted by the browser signs the certificate.  

3. The certificate is expired.  

In such cases, browsers ask the users how to proceed with the connection as seen in Figure 1. A 
large number of Internet users are not aware of the underlying security mechanisms and are not 
concerned when a certificate validation fails. They proceed to the website by accepting the untrusted 
certificate without taking caution that the connection may be insecure. Thus, by intercepting the 
HTTPS connections, attackers impersonating as real servers can gain access to personal information 
that a user provides after entering the website. 

The objective of this work is to educate average Internet users with such basic security 
mechanisms used in our daily lives and showcase the negative effects of such non-recommended 
habits of Internet users. We implemented a man-in-the-middle attack scenario for a secure HTTPS 
connection and show how sensitive information can be stolen from the users despite users believing to 
be communicating over a secure channel. 

2 Interceptor Mechanism 
In our approach, we implemented an active eavesdropping of HTTPS connections through a man-

in-the-middle attack [1]. A malicious access point, i.e., a wireless router, takes over HTTPS 
connections being routed through it. When the router detects a connection request from a client to a 

Figure 1: Firefox browser asking the user on how to proceed with an invalid certificate. 



server, instead of forwarding the request to the server, the router establishes an SSL/TLS connection 
as a client and handshakes with the real server. Thereafter, it behaves as a server and handshakes with 
the client. During the handshake, the router presents a certificate generated on its own to the client. 
When the client accepts the invalid certificate, the connection is established. The scenario is illustrated 
in Figure 2 and the modified handshake process is depicted in Figure 3. Thereby, the router maintains 
two separate connections; one with the client and one with its corresponding server. The messages 
transmitted between the client and the server are decrypted and encrypted with the appropriate session 
keys by the router and hence it can read all the information being exchanged. Since the router relays 
information between the client and the server without modifying the original data, the router 
impersonates as client and as server. Thus, a user at the client end will not be able to suspect a 
connection interception or data stealing as the webpage will appear normally as it should. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Implementation 
The man-in-the-middle attack mechanism is realized through an interceptor program written in the 

C programming language and is executed in user space in any router running a Linux based OS. The 
interception of HTTPS traffic is established in two steps: (i) redirecting HTTPS traffic to the 
interceptor program running on the router, and (ii) processing the redirected HTTPS packet at the 
interceptor. The process of redirecting HTTPS traffic and the implementation of the interceptor 
program is detailed below.  

3.1 Redirecting HTTPS Traffic 
All HTTPS messages sent from a client are re-routed to the interceptor program using IPTables 

[2]. A packet passing a Linux based router traverses through various tables and chains provided by the 
Linux kernel firewall. IPTables can be used to modify, filter or change routing decisions for specific 
packets. In our approach, we use the following IPTable command: 

Figure 2: Router as man-in-the-middle 

            Figure 3: Intercepted handshake process 



 
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp --dport 443 -j DNAT --to-destination 192.168.1.1 
 
The above command captures packets in the PREROUTING chain of the “Network Address 

Translation” table where a routing decision has not been made yet. The destination of any HTTPS 
packet to a server is modified to the router’s local address. The interceptor then processes the packet 
appropriately. The kernel automatically modifies the reply packets sent from the interceptor program 
such that the source address reflects the address of the original server from which the client is 
expecting a reply. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

3.2 HTTPS Interceptor 
The interceptor consists of mainly three components (Figure 4): (i) a connection interceptor, (ii) a 

connection database, and (iii) connection handlers. The interceptor program is implemented with the 
OpenSSL library [3] and Linux socket programming.  

The connection interceptor is the core of the interceptor program and is primarily responsible for 
processing rerouted HTTPS requests and creating separate SSL/TLS connections with a client and a 
server (Figure 5). The connection interceptor works on an iteration basis in which an iteration is 
triggered by an incoming TCP request for establishing an HTTPS connection from a client’s 
redirected request. It obtains the original destination address from the kernel and performs an SSL 
handshake as a client with the original server. On a successful handshake, it proceeds to perform a 
handshake as a server with the original client. When both the connections are successfully established, 
the connection interceptor stores the relevant SSL handlers and context in the connection database. 
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     Figure 4: Components of the Interceptor 

Figure 5: Functioning of the connection interceptor 

 Figure 6: Functioning of the connection handlers 



Then it starts the client-connection-handler and the server-connection-handler as two separate threads, 
and proceeds to wait for further incoming requests.  

The client-connection-handler and server-connection-handler are responsible for message 
transmissions between a client and a server (Figure 6). Each handler waits for incoming data from a 
peer (a client or a server) and forwards the data to the other corresponding peer (a server or a client).  

For example, the client-connection-handler waits for incoming data from the client. The data is 
decrypted with the shared secret key used between the original client and the router (assumed to be the 
server by the client). The decrypted data is logged locally at the router in a file. It then forwards the 
data to the original server by encrypting it with the shared secret key between the router and the 
server. The server-connection-handler performs the similar operation where it reads from the server 
and sends to the client. When the client or server closes the connection by sending an alert message, 
the client-connection-handler or server-connection-handler kills the appropriate server-connection-
handler or client-connection-handler thread, and proceeds to exit after removing the entry from the 
database.  

4 Evaluation and Analysis 
To demonstrate the man-in-the-middle attack, we use the “Buffalo AirStation N600 Dual-Band 

Wireless Router” with the OpenWRT [3] operating system. A cross-compiled interceptor program is 
executed on the router. The Firefox browser (version 27.0.1) is used as the client browser. All the tests 
were performed during the month of March, 2014. 

4.1 Results 
Several mainstream HTTPS websites, such as Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Twitter, etc., were 

connected through the router from the client. The interceptor at the router was able to intercept all the 
HTTPS connections and log the data exchanged between the client and the server. When logging into 
email services such as Google, Yahoo etc. sensitive information such as the user id and password 
were easily retrieved at the router and logged. Email messages exchanged between the server and 
client were also retrieved. Also, a user’s bank account information such as account number and online 
banking password was easily retrieved when a user accessed his personal bank website (e.g., Deutsche 
Bank online portal). This indeed is highly dangerous since the web page appears normally leaving the 
user to believe that he is safely accessing online banking facilities. This proves that the HTTPS 
protocol is unable to avoid man-in-the-middle attacks when facing ignorant acceptance of untrusted 
certificates by the users.  

 

4.2 Special Scenarios 
Reputed organizations such as Google, Facebook etc. that are well aware of these issues have their 

HTML web page with embedded content (such as images and videos) stored in a different domain. 
When a user accepts an invalid certificate, it is accepted only for the domain of the HTML web page 
and not for the domain of the embedded content as well. When the browser attempts to load the 
embedded content by performing additional HTTPS requests, the router also intercepts them and the 
fake certificate is presented to the browser. However, since browsers do no explicitly ask users to 
accept invalid certificates for the embedded content, they are not loaded at all. This leads to a final 
web page with missing content. This forces the user to suspect abnormal activity and therefore avoid 
to use the service. However, unaware users may still proceed to providing login credentials. In 
general, only reputed organizations follow such techniques and several other web services have the 



HTML webpage and the embedded content residing in the same domain. Therefore, the knowledge of 
risks involved in accepting untrusted certificates is necessary to every Internet user. 

4.3 Remarks 
As mentioned before, the main objective of our work is to educate average Internet users with the 

basic security concerns and advice the best practices when using the Internet. For this purpose, our 
tool rightly demonstrates the risks involved behind the non-recommended habits of Internet users. 
Also, the purpose of the tool is to complement the security protocol development. It shows how a 
well-known secure communication protocol such as HTTPS is not entirely protected against malicious 
interception. This motivates the need to further enhance the security features in such communication 
protocols. Also, the presented tool is not only restricted to intercepting HTTPS connections. With 
additional IPTables rules, all protocols using SSL/TLS communication mechanism can be intercepted. 
Furthermore, the general approach used to implement the interceptor is applicable to intercept other 
secure connections such as SFTP, SSH and SMTP. The tool is ideal software to extend and investigate 
security effectiveness of many communication protocols. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 
Security is an important concern in the Internet. Today, not only computers, but also many 

electronic devices are connected to the Internet. Since the majority of Internet users are not aware of 
security mechanisms, attackers can take advantage of their ignorance and steal sensitive and personal 
information. Therefore, educating the Internet users with basic security mechanisms is necessary. 

This work demonstrates the risks involved in accepting untrusted certificates incautiously when 
browsing the Internet. A man-in-the-middle attack was implemented for HTTPS connections on a 
router, which acts as a malicious access point. The router intercepts all the HTTPS connections and 
stealthily retrieves all personal information, which the client believes is encrypted and can only be 
read by the intended server.  

In the future, the work will be extended to sophisticated methods where SSL/TLS connections will 
be selectively intercepted in order to ensure that embedded contents are loaded correctly at the 
browser. Also, we plan to generate a certificate by changing the server certificate’s public key during 
each handshake as compared to the current implementation with a fixed certificate. Future work will 
also include intercepting other secure connections like SFTP. 
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